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Smoke

She sits and types
Watching smoke unfurling tenderly,
Translucent wisps 
floating heavenward from her fingertips.
She stares in the mirror, but her face 
is lost behind a thick cloud
That folds and unfolds and contracts upon itself
until it is, too, lost in space.
She practices blowing smoke rings,
watches the perfect little O’s escape from her mouth
like the ghosts of donuts,
While slivers of ash
gray, silver, white, black
Fall like confetti to the floor. 
Bit by bit, they pile up over each other,
carpeting the ground with fire’s dead remains,
Silent carcasses of Flame’s once bright and dancing youth.
Slowly, gradually,
they cover her feet,
Reach her legs, her chest, her neck;
Encase her frozen face,
mouth still petrified in a ring-shaped ‘O’.
Again and again
tendrils of flaking white ash flutter down,
Mount higher and higher;
Smother her flat eyes, her brows, the tips of her pixie-cut hair
until there is no sign of the girl,
until she is gone,
Buried alive in the fragile, collapsible graveyard
with all the corpses
of her own smoke.

     Janet Li



(Tarot has been removed due to publishing issues)
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That tentative moment
Eyeing colossal heaps of flour
Towering where you 
Restrain your hands
Soldierly standing in a single square
On a checkerboard floor, awaiting instruction.
Later, you learned that the instructions
Your mother gave were, for a moment,
About lemon squares
Until, dusted with infatuation and flour,
You buried your hands
In a mess of cookie dough, for a boy you
Loved and whose touch once promised to love you.
But, despite how deeply we wish, instructions
For reassembling raspberry tarts are not handed
Out in these moments
As you escape to leveled cups of flour
And peanut butter bars, perfectly square
and neatly stacked.  Squarely,
You sat with a friend, and you
Divulged the appropriate amount of flour
For brownies she would lace with pot.  With these instructions
You enjoy a moment
Vicariously while, trembling with the heft of a pie, your hand
Delivers a message of celebration to the square
Table, containing a moment
As buttery and golden as your
Pastry, as if a magician instructed
You in alchemy, transforming flour
White, like the lilies, patient angels.  These flowers
Dense with death, handle
Grief with grace, as if instructed,
While you square
Off with the fear that follows you,
Fear of missing your moment
Free of instruction yet filled with flour,
A moment for your hands
To make lemon squares just for you

On Baking and Other Things

Marcella Vokey
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Danielle Yuen

Attraction

Digital Photo
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When the World Was Young

Randy ThurmanMixed Media



(Metalepsis has been removed due to publishing issues)
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Distant Vessels

Mixed media on paper Dan Ruhrmanty
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Father found God
in the sweeping strokes
of his Dominican sunset;
God, in the round luscious lips
of Mother, who wore
Our Lord Christ on her breast.
 
I searched, too, for the flutter in my breast
soft psalms on my lips
small palms clasped when sunset
rested on the horizon.  I wore
her Jesus Christ and stroked
its form, gently holding God.
 
I couldn’t forget what made my father stroke
his feet along the floor until he wore
a threadbare path in the carpet abreast
their marriage bed.  From his lips,
a broken cry escaped to her God
as he paced every night at sunset.

But I forgot his eyes (which were grief and wore
out joy) when, by a stroke
of luck, or chance, or God,
there was a man who took me into his sunset.
I left my father’s broken lips
for the flutter in my breast.
 
Father died of a stroke,
perhaps he clutched his breast
as his heart stopped, his lips
reaching, not for God
but for the women who could not stay, who wore
him down into the embers of a dying sunset.

I can forget when a lover strokes
my breasts.
Moaning in a god-
forgotten rhythmic tangle of arms, legs, 
lips
and across the room, are the sunset
colored clothes I wore.
 
If God exists and I could place a prayer on 
my lips,
I would ask to know what mother wore the 
day she left
and that my breath catch more lightly in 
my breast when I see the strokes of sunset.

Strokes of Sunset

Stephanie Bachar
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advice
how did i
get so rich.

paul spend more time in
your green grand torino.

norman send me 200 dollars a month
for the rest of your life
to try and balance
your anti-gay karma.

joe remind me your last name
come eat another load.

ron embrace lower-case
cuz i said so.

cheryl 
lose.

candido
stop mumbling
jesus christ.

strange man
when you bag her
lick her pussy good.

tree
keep your peaceful consciousness
toward me.

soft-shell turtle
don’t dive off the warm sand
beside the clinton river
in the drayton plains nature center
when you see me.

sarah
be a boss.

stacey
69 with me
when it’s humid
in guanacaste province.
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9-year-old boy
in the back seat of your family’s car
on the ventura freeway
you can do it bro,
escape,
find love and happiness.

helen
go back in time
skip the farm
go to high school.

wendy
don’t take acid
and get in the car
33 years ago.

enrique
don’t tell me about
any of your material possessions
for 5 years.

unidentified bird
look yourself up
in peterson’s fieldguide
get back to me.

diane
don’t release your next book
until i edit and approve it.

rest of you
want advice
cotter1960@charter.net
you’ll have to service me a while
so i can get to know you.

raul
find me again
won’t let you down 
this time.

it’s so unfair
i’m this rich.
  C. Cotter
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Sway

Tray DrumhannMixed Media
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legs of steel

I want legs of steel
so when I give the kick of life
i know yall feel me.

i speak not of dreams, of Nebuchadnezzar’s muses
but of substance, of real.

legs of steel
that crush ignorance with swift blows
opening ethereal portals of epiphany
like cracked clay pots leaking ether

…that elevated air one breathes,
enlightening, informing and transforming…

i wish to be a milkman of sorts,
delivering new nourishment
while smashing down strongholds of complacency…

a Thai warrior,
a champion of cognizance…
strong, brazen and battle-tested.

with legs of steel.
Dorian Dargan
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Coffee Break

Scene: An old man is sitting alone at a small, round table in a coffee shop. Actions 
are proceeding as usual around him—the door’s constantly opening and closing, 
people are chattering and shuffling about, orders are being prepared and served 
to customers, college students are typing away on their laptops—but there is no 
sound. The world is on mute. 

(At rise: The old man is sitting patiently at his table, awaiting his coffee. When 
the waitress brings it to him in an artsy cup with a spoon, he smiles politely and 
accepts it. She’s off without another word. Instead of drinking it, the man brings 
the coffee up to his nose and inhales deeply. The aroma clearly pleases him, and 
he spends a moment or two simply smelling the brew. This contrasts starkly to the 
harried strangers downing their to-go espressos around him. After the moment 
passes, he takes a tentative sip of the coffee and instantly recoils—it has burned 
his tongue. He picks up the spoon and gently stirs it, shaking his head as if chastis-
ing it and blowing every so often to cool it down. After a few moments, he sets the 
spoon down and hazards another taste. This time it is at a manageable tempera-
ture, and he proceeds to close his eyes and savor the flavor. In his expression, you 
can see a clear meditation of the kaleidoscopic tastes—the blend of the beans, the 
dashes of vanilla, the undertone of cinnamon. He drinks it slowly, studying the 
artwork on the cup in between sips. It is a comic of some sort, and upon reading 
it, he chuckles silently. After a few more sips, he reads it again and chuckles even 
more heartily. Upon reading it a third time, he barks out a soundless laugh, shak-
ing his head and swiping a few tears from his eyes. No one around him notices. 
Thoroughly pleased with the joke, he finishes his coffee and gets up from the table. 
Someone instantly rushes to claim it, dropping a stack of books and briefcase in 
the chair, and the old man simply smiles and drops his cup in the dirty dish bin. 
He signs a brief thank-you to the harrowed waitress who served him his cof-
fee and, with a quick push of the door, exits the store. The second the door clicks 
shut everything erupts with sound. The crash of a blender, the hiss of an espresso 
machine, the clatter of disjointed conversations, the scraping of chairs, the croon 
of the woman on the radio, the bark of the girl calling out to-go orders—they all 
coalesce into the explosive crescendo typical of a big city coffee shop, where only a 
deaf-mute would ever pause, sit down, and in his own way, listen.)

       Gabriella de Paz
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Blended Sky (Fox Form)

Leah BrunettoSculpture and digital collage
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Looking Beyond

Kevin DriscollWashed Acrylic on Canvas
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Leon ZhouDigital Photograph

Self-Reflection
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The Unfathomable Weight of Flowering

Once a seed 
Never planted
Stoops a sunflower,
Burdened by its massive head.
It sprouted
Out of free compost 
From the dump.
Defeated
By the unfathomable 
Weight of flowering.
Devotedly
Following
The sun’s trajectory
It Rises and sets with
Hedonistic 
Heliotropism.
The sunflower,
Like any dreamer in the grey of day,
Is purposeless.
With disdain, the sun calls:
Sunfollower.

  Marcella Vokey
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Sunflower Etude

Ruwen LiuDigital Media
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Weathered

Randy ThurmanEnamel and Acrylic Paint on Canvas
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Two Fish in a Storm
He kissed my shoulder softly,
so soft I thought it was just his breath,
then my cheek.
And there, in rain so thick
we could have both been weeping,
We attacked each other
hungrily,

earnestly,
tasting the salt on each other’s tongues,
Wanting anything and everything of that 
moment.

The moment passed,
the storm ceased.
I threw his cigarette into the brimming lake.
He took my hand,
still sopping wet, a fish’s fin in disguise,
And we walked back toward the lights
of society.
   Janet Li

We were walking.
Walking.
Past glittering bars, past the loud music 
and laughter and frivolity
of the Saturday night crowd.
Walking, walking
until there were no more lights,
until the bars were tiny, luminous flecks on 
the other side of the lake,
Like glimmering fireflies frozen on the 
black horizon.

The lake was a calm ocean,
rimmed with planted trees,
And we raced to embrace one
once the storm started and the skies fell 
down upon us.

Pouring, pouring, 
soaking, drenching, drenched.
I had never been wetter in my life.
We laughed at the absurdity of it all,
the sheer strength of the downpour,
the uselessness of the skinny tree.
We were two fish lost in a feverish ty-
phoon.

He put his arm around me.
By some miracle, his cigarette was still lit,
and we sat there, him smoking,
me breathing,
Listening to God cry,
watching sheets of sky plummet to the 
earth.
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Hunger

Dorian DarganAcrylic paint
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Tray DrumhannInk on paper

Analysis
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Dorian Dargan

Aborigine

Acrylic paint
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Querida Madre,

You are the product of your mother, the product of her mother, your mother’s 
mother.  Born from solitude, born from solidarity, born from you, I too 
wear the badge of a biological sorority, the apparently benign birthmark of 
loneliness our foolish men kiss as if birthmarks can be washed from the skin.  
Loneliness: a self-destructive selflessness that reduces women to their resentful 
husks. Skin, cinnamon-brown like plantains tortured into syrupy submission.  
Muscles that carry grief like groceries: inevitably.  Our men are foolish for 
ignoring the genetics of our future – our history.  Ignoring the generations of 
mourning for melancholy mothers, generations of clutching the ground with 
tired talons for fear that our hearts will someday fly away without us.  And we 
contemplated the meaning of painted fish scales pinned to our hair, as if car-
rying an ocean’s vast bewilderment in every strand. A memory is a mirror is a 
crystal ball, is you, is me praying that San Antonio will find the means to our 
evolution. 
       Marcella Vokey
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Triptych-Perfection

Leon ZhouDigital Photograph
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Rainbow Road

Jared KatzDigital Media
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Idiosyncratic Space

Kevin Driscoll
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For Mother

      There is a painting that I remember but can’t recall from back when my 
mother and I used to go to the museum together every Thursday. It was an 
abstract painting, possibly by Jackson Pollock - I can’t be too sure - but it was 
stormy and intricate and troubled with a marvelous patch of sunlight near the 
top right of the canvas. At least, that’s how I interpreted the painting back then 
as a kid. The museum always had a distinct smell, this wonderful combination 
of dust and oil that somehow stifled the air and muted footsteps, and the smell 
was strongest when I plopped down on a black leather bench in front of that 
painting, trying to make sense of the frenetic daubs and sprays of thick oil and 
acrylic.

They say that out of all the senses, smell is the one linked strongest to memory. 
And so the other day, as I stood on the 3rd floor of the Museum of Modern Art 
in New York, contemplating Jackson Pollock’s One: Number 31 a few yards 
away from me, I detected that faint museum smell of dust and oil and my 
mind was flooded by nostalgic sensations: the echoes of footsteps along vast 
white corridors, the trickle of warmth up my arm as I squeezed my mother’s 
hand, and a fear that chilled my knuckles and turned my lips white. You see 
back when I was a kid, the thing I feared most was losing my mother. I utterly 
dreaded the possibility that one day she would drop my hand and tell me to 
wait on a bench in a gallery while she went to the bathroom and never come 
back. She went to the bathroom a lot, or so it seemed to me at the time. It was 
always the same drill; we would walk around in a gallery holding hands and 
then gently she would pause at a bench and tell me to wait while she went to 
the bathroom. And I would look up at her, hesitant, and she would squeeze my 
hand and smile. I would watch as she turned a corner and disappeared, waiting 
quietly on the bench, feeling faint, feeling my lips turn white as I watched the 
people around me milling about. Frantically I would stare at the painting in 
front of me, trying to immerse myself in a poppy field or a swirling pattern 
of abstraction, holding back my throbbing heart and a flood of tears, until 
just when it seemed like she had truly gone away for the last time, my mother 
would return, squeeze my hand and smile, oblivious to my inner state of panic.
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I guess that’s why I loved holding her hand so much, and why I can still today 
recall each of the lovely creases on her palm, the way her fingers fit against mine. 
Our clasp of hands was my physical tether to the person whom I loved more 
than anything in the world. There really was no rational reason to fear being 
abandoned by my mother. Our family was stable, not like those soap opera 
families on television that I had perhaps been influenced by, and my mother 
was never hesitant to show her love for me, whether it be a sudden pinch of my 
cheeks or a kiss on my forehead. But I guess my fear confirms all the literature 
in the world that discusses the way love and irrationality intertwine.

      I grew up, and she grew old. It seems more than a lifetime ago when I 
used to hold hands with her and go to the museum on Thursdays, just the 
two of us, and stare at paintings for hours on end. I’m in college now, and she 
thinks only of me. This I know because not a day goes by that I don’t receive 
some voicemail or email where she declares proudly her unconstrained love 
for me. And for me, I just end up feeling awkward whenever I hear or read 
such a statement by her. It seems more than a lifetime ago when a boy could 
unabashedly declare their love for their mother and not think twice about it. I 
am now of an age when young men profess their love and don’t really mean it, 
when hormones and self-consciousness get in the way of the purest form of life. 
When I was a kid, my mom would sometimes ask teasingly what kind of girl I 
wanted to marry. I would reply back in perfect seriousness that no girl was as 
perfect as her, that I didn’t want to get married and I never would.

Even now, the faded memories of my childhood with my mother have conspired 
to form a mental image of the perfect woman, my mother as a youthful adult, 
ever graceful, beautiful, gentle, yet full of a vigor she invested wholly in my 
upbringing. It is because of her that I am who I am today. She took me to 
museums on Thursdays. Once, she stayed up all night sewing together a gray 
mouse Halloween costume for me because I changed my mind at the last 
minute about what I wanted to be. She kept my bookcase stocked with books 
and kept me so well fed that one day in the middle school I was shocked to 
realize that I had actually become chubby. Then when I cried about it to her she 
smiled and hugged me, saying the extra pounds made me look cuter. Over time 
the museum visits became less frequent as I got busier with school and friends, 
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and eventually they stopped altogether. Eventually I started holding her hand 
less and less as well. Instead her hand was replaced by the worn leather of a 
basketball, or the perfumed hand of some girl my age. My fear of losing her 
was forgotten, the memories of creased hands, white corridors and abstract 
paintings packaged up in a neat little box and stored in some dusty corner of 
my mind. And then one day, just the other day in fact, I found myself staring 
at Jackson Pollock’s One: Number 31 in the Museum of Modern Art, as people 
milled about snapping photographs, when I smelled the faint mixture of dust 
and oil. As I stared at the splashes and flecks and frantic daubs of paint, I felt 
suddenly faint, my lips turned white, and my heart throbbed with a familiar 
panic.

That night I called my mother, the first time I had done so in a long time. She 
sounded glad to hear me, although she seemed tired.
“Mom,” I said. “I went to the museum today.”
“Oh, that’s so good of you! Remember when we used to go together?” She said. 
I imagined her now, sitting in the living room, her hair slowly graying, her 
hands empty.
“Yes, I do.”
“Well honey, keep studying hard, but don’t get too stressed out now, OK?”
“OK mom. Say, do you remember that painting we always used to stop at? The 
abstract one, I think it might have been a Pollock.”
“Oh, that’s right! You really liked that one. I’m afraid I can’t remember the 
name of it though...”
“It’s OK, I’ll figure it out eventually. Anyways I gotta go, so I’ll talk to you 
later.”
“Be safe in New York, dear! Goodnight. I love you so much.” She made a 
kissing sound through the phone.
“Me too. Mom,” I hesitated.
“What is it dear?”

And in that moment, I longed more than anything to hold her hand again, just 
the two of us, walking among sterile white galleries that smelled ever faintly of 
dust and oil.

       Ingwon Chae
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The Young Poet
I have done it again. 
Nine tries in every ten 
I fail

To write something satisfyingly 
Morbid.

I am not used 
To acting like a real all-out poet

Yet. 
Inspiration struggles to push through me
Like blood trudging through the crowded arteries of a hefty man awaiting cardiac arrest.
(No, not so slow and closed, exactly.)
Like hot expanding corn in a tiny orange kernel.
(No, that’s a little too violently explosive.)
Like…

(My trashcan is a graveyard
For poor, forlorn creatures with
Paper skins that barely 
Conceal weak skeletons
Made of wasted ink. 
They shift and silently welcome a new brother.)

I’ll figure out the analogies later. 

It doesn’t matter what
It’s “Like” until I get
The lifestyle down, 
Anyway. 

Successful poets must fit 
The part 
As well as write it. But 

So far (unfortunately), 
I am without 
Manic-depression, 
Paranoid schizophrenia, 
The glorious exile of a social outcast, 
Suicidal thoughts, 
Or a single, measly physical handicap. 
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(I sit among the square pegs
And watch them struggle 
Enviously. They are
Wedged in round holes.
And I long for facets 
And edges
And hate
My circle shape.)

I wear navy
(dark blue)
And maroon
(kind of purple-red?)
And onyx-colored turtlenecks. 
(black, itchy sweaters)

But I’m afraid
Emily would less than welcome
A comparison of my gaudy 
Amateur-poet brain
With her cerebral service. 

And at seventeen years I’m afraid 
I’m very far behind Sylvia at twenty
As far 
As near-death experiences go. 
(The score is zero to two,
Sylvia.)

I suppose I’m a coward for 
Preferring to die naturally.

I suppose I will never be a poet.
But I am hopeful. 

Danielle Cosio
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Elizabeth ChoeInk on paper

Two Poems
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Then Walked With That Precarious Gait, Some Call Experience
 
 By November I will have been living at the co-op for three months.  
This morning I entered the kitchen to find a bouquet of 21 yellow roses, the 
21st in the center slightly above the other twenty, a paler canary yellow and 
slightly less robust. Twenty-one yellow roses for the twenty-first of October. 
And while the day was not terribly sunny, the Cambridge sky its usual dull 
gray, the kitchen table glowed with the yellow of the roses.
 Back home the morning sun would fill the apartment with so much 
light that it often seemed like Sunday morning lasted forever. I would wake 
up and enter the Upstairs where bald men in big chairs discussed the world in 
half an hour on Public Television. The modern urban-chic light fixtures hung 
suspended from the ceiling in a trapeze. Like unsure tight-rope walkers they 
would wobble at different frequencies as the room rung with Sunday sounds. 
Screeching chairs and egg beaters. Dad practicing oboe in the next room over.  
 Sunday morning meant dessert for breakfast: The too-big-bowl 
filled first with egg whites, quickly became too small, barely able to house 
the growing blob of white fluff, snow-like stuff. Then: powdered sugar and 
vanilla flavor. Once in the skillet, the whites browned on the bottom while 
mom poured the separated yolk on top. I would watch the yolk sink deeper 
into the mixture and change color: from orange-yellow to yellow-orange. 
The table would be quickly set, des oeufs à la neige (snow eggs) imbibed. How 
wonderfully civilized it was to have memorized all the steps. To have gone 
through them so seamlessly as if dreaming, snug in sleep.
 I read the card tucked into the bouquet: “Happy Birthday little bear, 
sending you hugs from Nebraska! Love, Auntie Helen and the bunch” I 
smiled and stashed the note into my jeans pocket. Then eyed the bulbous vase 
and lifted it carefully with two hands, my fingers wrapped around the small-
est part, and headed for the stairs.
 Cambridge is a crooked city.  My first apartment had hallways that 
sloped unevenly with the pitch most steep at the baseboard.  It had been said 
that since the fifth floor was added after the fact, the foundation was not suf-
ficiently designed to support a whole extra floor and so with every year the 
building sank inch by inch getting that much closer to the Chinese restau-
rant below. Here, the stairs are treacherous. Unevenly spaced and steep, their 
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treads like wooden planks. I stepped from plank to plank, so slow and cautious-
ly ran the lines in my head while I carefully carried the vase up the too-high 
steps.

***
 The Stars About my Head I felt about my feet: (the floor). Last week 
while carrying groceries up to the House, I slipped and fell down the first set 
of steps. Down came too our week’s worth of eggs. I decided after so many 
mornings of watching my mom whip up snow eggs, to make the best of it.
 The resulting texture was not the white fluff that I was dreaming of 
while stirring/whipping/whisking. Was instead wet and heavy. I’m unsure 
if I whipped too much or too little. Unsure if I had mis-folded the vanilla 
mixture into the mass of whites. The Joy of Cooking warned against—sev-
eral times—over-whipping. Constantly, it reiterated how the crests of foam 
should not be too stiff. Should not be able to keep their shape for too long 
and should instead dissolve back into the thickened whites, shortly after be-
ing lifted. 
 Having just been defeated by a dessert, I decided to retreat to my 
work. I withdrew down the street to the Reading Room where I dissolved 
back into a mass of students (one of many egg heads). While stuck in home-
work, I practiced my new culinary skills and slowly folded a packet of sugar 
into my yogurt carton. Realizing then that the joy of cooking was an art to 
be discovered, cracked egg by failed dessert, I wrote my first five-line poem.

Folding sugar into yogurt 
is an art. 

Layer by layer, making white mountain 
peaks out of milk 

cultures and vanilla flavor. 
***

 I knew Not But the Next, Would be My Final Inch. 
At first, I had placed the roses on the windowsill. While crouched to feed 
my bird, I looked up at the yellow roses. I watched the light filter through 
the bouquet and then realized that the windowsill was tilted and was leaning 
slightly towards the floor. Had the roses been slowly descending, millime-
ter by millimeter, while I wasn’t looking? How long would it take for them 
to near the edge, in days, in months, until they inched their final inch and 
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crashed to the floor? 
 Although at first it seemed that it would take forever, I thought about 
how often I had been wrong. For in my two years here I had learned that there 
was too-little time and much too little sleep between having and not having 
one’s own mind. Life had placed me in this strange city as I had placed the 
roses on the windowsill. And so I left them perched there precariously, as if 
acting on a dare. 

Larisa Berger
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The Low Gate

 Am I so wrapped up in what I think that what I think goes flying by like 
a swarm of biting midges flying recklessly around traumatized me?

There’s a loopy indiscretion of imagined subway acts and roof top love af-
fairs, of kissing girls or boys on seedy and glamorous corners, and of having 
sex in Central Park and Prospect Park: He could have very easily remained a 
boy from the forgotten island had his mother, through a second divorce and 
embarking on a third before even marrying, not moved to a one bedroom 
apartment on West 75th street between Columbus and Central Park West. It 
was a vicious transition – sudden and inspired; but it was within weeks that 
his accent and guido getup left his body.
He was saved.
  And then he was saved again. 
 Through most of high school he dated a Styvesant Town girl with the 
biggest, meanest Irish Catholic mother.

 … and then it becomes winter again, overnight.

Knowing that he was not welcomed, Will visited his father anyhow. Ivan was, 
due to a financial agreement with his ex-wife, paying for Will’s college tuition 
– and oh, what a tuition: Will chose one of the most expensive colleges to 
attend at over $50,000 a year. Will had to work for his own spending money 
– hence, his job as the gatekeeper at the security booth on campus – but he 
felt like his infrequent visits (and the reminder that he was, in fact, also Ivan’s 
son) ensured that his tuition would be met without any other personal obli-
gations.
 Ivan, the subject of many of Will’s fiction workshop stories, was a cor-
porate attorney, a former lieutenant during Vietnam, a star hurdler in college, 
and a surfer – a man made of more stuff than the provincial lifestyle he had 
chosen for himself and his new family. There was never any doubt why Will’s 
mother left him – Ivan was set in his ways – a stubborn sense of how the 
world functioned – and Will’s mother, guided by wind, was uncontrollable, 
whimsical, and impulsive. 
 Will sat at the kitchen table while Ivan’s wife, a Sicilian taskmaster, 
cooked and Will’s eldest half-brother complained about what was being made 
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– rice balls. Will told Ivan that he would be taking a few science courses – a 
lie, of course – and ate what was served. Before he returned to the city, Will 
gifted his father a hand carved decoy duck that he bought in Shaftsbury, VT 
from a local artisan. He had tied a red bow around its neck. Ivan thanked his 
son with a pat on the back and opened his front door to let him out.

 I suspect their eyes will remain joyless and grey.

 Will drove back to the city to meet Emily at Donegal’s Pub.
Donegal’s was a second home of sorts. When he was 17, he had the nerve to 
walk in, sit at a table near the flatscreen, and order a pint of something and a 
bowl of potato soup. The lack of light in the bar supported his actions: 
Annie, the aging punk rock waitress, asked, “How old are you really? 
And he answered, “I’m really 21.” 
She responded, “If you tell me the truth, I’ll serve you; if you fucking lie to 
me, I’ll kick your underage ass out of here.”
“I’m 18,” he lied, but reasonably within the realm of truth.
She returned with a pint of McSorley’s and said, “Do yourself a favor. Go up 
to 125th street and get a fake id.”
He never did. He never had to.

Reputations are forecasts for what’s to come in some form or another.
 
Emily and Will began dating in freshman year of high school. She was a 
cheerleader and with all the teenage boys bowing at her dancing feet, she 
chose Will.
 Emily selected Will even when he didn’t know her… or so she said. 
She liked the absurdity of his presence, his ripped preppiness, his lousy taste 
in music, and his reputation, or lack of.  I very rarely looked in the mirror 
despite the fact that I knew there was something I wanted to look at.
 Emily grew to love him in that way that smart teenagers love, and 
Will, in his prolonged adolescence, loved her back. They cheated on and off 
in guilty fits, and returned to each other in the pastiness of youthful senti-
ments. They broke up and broke up again. They were innocent and baseless; 
they were drug experimenters, drinkers, and brawlers.
 Emily met Will, as she always does, by cupping his face in her hands 
and kissing him, uninhibitedly, on the lips. 
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 “You’re getting a little scruffy,” she said as they sat at their table – the 
same table they always sat at in the back corner. “You’re not going bohemian 
on me, are you?
 “Just lazy,” Will said as he ordered a pitcher of McSorley’s.
The bar was festive in its plastic way: Some faux garland lined the wainscoting 
and a small Christmas tree stood on the corner of the bar with a few twin-
kling lights and some lusterless tinsel. The radio was tuned to an endless list 
of respectable rockers humiliating themselves to jingoistic Christmas drivel. 

Dilapidated churches. Eyesores. Detritus. Broken lanterns.

 Emily’s eyes danced over Will. She was inspecting what belonged to 
her and she didn’t much like what she saw.
 “Still dating that crazy bitch with the big tits?” she asked.
 “Kind of,” he said. “Tried to break it off last week. Didn’t fare too 
well.”
 “Like with me.”
 “Like with you.”

These silly little moments are incapable of expanding their meanings.

 “You have no heart left,” Emily said as they paid the tab.
  “Not for her. Not sure I ever had heart for her.”
 “I knew it. It was for the sex.”
 “I’ve learned a lot about the female body,” he said.

 I never wrote that it had anything to do with love. It all just adds to the 
depth of my feelings in general – so heightened. Do you really see this sense of self-
preservation? Do you, Emily? Do you see what a coward I am? A “very compli-
cated man,” you say. There’s nothing “complicated” about me. I’m feigning being 
deep. I’m a dilettante of depth.

By the church, near the overflowing garbage can, under the broken street-
light: Emily’s moon face looked up at him. She smiled the most knowing 
smile he had ever seen. 
 “Like what?” she asked.
 “Oh, you know.”
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 “Like what?”
 “I don’t want to talk about this with you.”
 “Well, I’ve learned a bit about men. I’ve been having killer sex with—“
 “Please spare me. I don’t want to know.”
 “Keen,” she emphasized his name – Keeeeen. Keen sex.
 Will knew Keen. He was a Dead Head.
 “Christ.”
 “What’s good for the goose,…”
 “Christ.”
 And on the corner of 72nd Street and Columbus Avenue, early morn-
ing, Emily pressed herself into Will and the warmth of her body reminded 
him that it was winter.

So, this is the place that my stuttering personality, the one after a long night of 
drinking, ends up, huh?

 She closed the valves of her attention and Will returned to school.
 
 Frenzy is a fit of folly.

 Ivan remitted his son’s tuition on time.

So, this method is meant to be interpreted, like dense, fabricated poems about 
imagined places and ice cream sandwiches.

Brian Katz
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The Girlfriend Experience

My girlfriend asked me if I loved her,
But I could not answer – you see, I always
Keep my cards close to my chest; like the best
Poker player.

No-one could possibly have such a blank expression
When asked life’s most important questions.

“Tell me, does anything ever remain?”
“Grains in a coffee cup,” was the only answer I could give.

I took her to New York City last Christmas.
She twirled around the ice-rink like a flower blowing
In life’s kingly wind.

“Do you love me?” again she asked.
“You know I can’t answer that question.”
“So, it’s a yes, then?”

There were cars big as stars,
There were skyscrapers shiny as chrome.
And then… then there was her.

You see, when faced with naked emotion,
Both within and without, sometimes one
Can only stare. Have a blank expression,
Like a painter’s canvas before color is
Masterly applied.

Color would look so perfect on this fresco,
But I’m afraid of being completed, finished.
Initially admired then stored in some back room;
Deemed not beautiful enough,
For silver can never shine the brightest.
I did not yet understand that the sky,
A mighty canvas rolling, gives its gold
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To all who look at it; poor or rich man,
Those who experience godly peace,
Or hell’s desperate dark.
When beauty is there we must treasure it,
But not its self possess. But still I kept my cards
Hidden, locked away in some heartly vault.

I was so occupied that I did not notice that the plaster
Was drying, so the buon fresco might never be finished.

The thought of being a writer was my labor,
And love it consumed.
Was she merely Armani draped over my rigid,
Unbending arm?

I supposed I wanted the fame of Kerouac, or Hesse,
Without applying the effort their work deserved.
Wanting to drink in coffee houses with a facial glow, 
Recognized by passers-by and rambling drunks.
Much preferable than having to summon gods and demons; 
Alone in my room. The cold winter biting.
A writer not a reader. I never read the pages held within.

That was my last Christmas with her.
She died of meningitis.
The giornata had dried.
And if only I had had the courage to tell her
That all the cards I kept obscured inside
Were hearts.

(Have I failed because I have spoken more about myself than her?)

     Anson Clark




